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Abstract. Let G be a finit日Iygenerated Kleinian group. A property of the 

r悶 iduallimit set of G is found by using Maskit's Combinatioll Theorems 

L Introdi1ldlio!1l. 

1n this note we shall deal with the separators and the residual limit sets of the first 

kind of generated Kleinian groups.We shall show that， if G is constructed from 

its subgroups G" ・園。， G s a finite number of applications of Maskit's Cornbination 

Theorerns， the set of separators for G is the union of translates under G of separators 

for these groups (Theorem li. Next we shall prove that the residual limit point oI the 

first kind of G is nested a sequence of structm品eloops of G (Theorem 2) 
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2~ :PI'哩liminaries.

Let G be a Kleinian group and denote by and ) the region of discontinuity 

and the limit set of respectively. If G has at most two limit points， G is called 

elementary. A 

connゼctεdand 

cornponent of G 

fintely gen吃rateclKleinian group is degenerate， if Q( G) is 

connected. A connected component of is a1so called a 

For each componentムofG we denote by G eI the subgroup of G 

which keepsム invariantand call the component subgroup ofムIfa finitely 

Kleinian group G has two components 6，ム， ancl G =G生 G is called 

A ¥¥ぽbgroup Is a generated Kleinian group for which each 

com.ponent subgroup is Clearly quasi-Fuchsian groups are web groups. 

Consider a sequence : C n i of cm・veson C and a z ξC. We say 

that I C n: nests about z， if Cηι1 separates ，2 from C: n for every number n and if the 

sequence of diameters of I C' 11 i forms a null sequence. From now on色 we
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assume that G is finitely generated. A Jordan curve C c人(G)is called a separator for 

G if there is a componentムofG and a component 6.， of Q(GL'，)ーム sothat C=a.ム"

where we denote by a.ム， the boundary ofム，. The set of all separators for G is denoted 

by S(G). It is well known that any two separators for G do not cross each other. 

(See [lJ). The residuallimit set Ao(G) of G is the set A(G)-u，a.ムi，where IムiI is the 
set of all components of G. A point λEAo(G) is said to be of the first kind (λEL，(G)) if 
there exists a sequence I C n I of separators for G so that I C n I nests about λOther-
wise， it is said to be of the secondkind (λEL2(G)). 

3. Maskit's Combination Theorems. 

Let G be a Kleinian group and let H be a subgroup of G. A set S on C is called 

precisely invariant under H in G， if h(S)=S for every hEH and g(S)nS=めforevery 

gEG-H. For a cyclic subgroup H of G， a precisely invariant disc B for H is the 

interior of a closed topological disc B on C， where B -A(H) is precisely invariant under 

H in G and B-A(H)c Q(G). We use Maskit's Combination Theorems in the following 

forms. 

Combination Theorem 1. Let G， and G 2 be two Kleinian groups and let B i (i = 1， 2) 

be a precisely invariant disc for H， a finite cyclic or a parabolic cyclic subgroup of both 

G， and G2・ Assumethat B， and B2 have the common boundary yand B，nB2=ふ Let

G be the group generated by G， and G2・ Thenthe following hold : 

(1 -1) G is Kleinian. 

(1-2) G is the free product of G， and G2 with the amalgamated subgroup H. 

(1-3) Q(G)/G =(Q(G，)/G， -B，/ H) u(Q(G2)/G2 -B2/ H)， 

where (Q(G，)/G，-B， /H)ハ(Q(G2)/G2-BzI H)= ynQ(H)/ H. 

Combination Theorem 11. Let G， be a Kleinian group. For i = 1， 2， let B i be a 

precisely invariant disc for a finite cyclic or a parabolic cyclic subgroup H i， and let yi 

be the boundary of B i・ Assumethat g(B，)ハB2=φforall gEG，・ Letf be a Mるbius

transformation satisfying f(川=Y2，f(B，)ハB2=ゆandf-'Hd=H， and let G be the 

group generated by G， and /. Then the following hold : 

(11 -1) G is Kleinian. 

(11 -2) Every relation in G is a consequence of the relation in G， and the relation 
f-'Hd=Hト

(11-3) Q(G)/G=Q(Gd/G，一(B，/H，uB2/H2)， where (y，nQ(G))/H， is identified in 

Q(G)/G with (Y2nQ(G))/H2・

Let G be a Kleinian group which is constructed from G"…，Gs andf" "'， f， by a 

finite number of applications of Maskit's Combination Theorems 1 and 11. PutλN(G)= 
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;¥(G)一VgεC.g(V;=1 ，)). Foreachpoint ZE;¥N(G) there is a Jordan curve y which is 

invariant under a finite cyclic or a parabolic cyclic subgroup H of G， and wihich lies， 

εxcept for the fixed point of H， in Q( G) so that n( y) f nests about Z for a suitable 

sequence jg n I in G園 (See[4 J and [5 J). The loop y may be chosen so as to be the 

boundary of a precisely invariant disc which appears in some step of the use of Maskit's 

Combination Theorems in constructing the group G 羽Te caIl the J ordan curve y and 

the translates of y under G the structure loops of G. It is known that any two structure 

loops of G do not cross each other園 (See[5J and [6J ). 

4. Th日日記parator目。

Lemma 1. Lεt G be a finitely generated Kleinian group which is constructed from 

G， and applicatiol1 of Maskit's Combination Theorem 1. Then S(G)ニ V g，C 

g(S'(G1J 

Proof. Let ムl，1j …9 ムl.mf (resp， !ム2，1j ム2.nI ) be a complete list of non-con-

jugate components of G1 (resp. and set Q(Gd/G，ニ5，.1+…十 (resp.Q(G2)/G2= 

5，.けい+‘ We may assume yC (ム1.1u62.，) where y is the common 

boundarγof precisely invariant discs and under H = G 1ハC2・(Theset may 

be empty)， From (I -3) we may set Q(G)/G =ートー十 where5， =(5"， -B，/ H)u(52，J 

B，/H) and …， 5ρi  5 l，2，・ 0 ・， Sl，m1 S2，2'….  Let π: Q(G)→Q(G)/G be a 

natural projection and set しij6ム， whereム:.Jis a connected component of G. 

First we prove S'(G)コυg<cg(5(G，)v Since is invariant under G， it 

suffices to show 5(G) )5(G;) for i=l， 2. 羽Te may assume i = 1. The property (1 -3) 

impiies that for everyムlν(2壬ν壬 thereareム;.J(2 ~玉 i 壬 ρ) and g EG 30 thatム1.νニ ; .

It mean3 S(G)コS'(Cl)n UgEG， uユ2O，ムLJ園 LetC be any separator for G1 in o6"，・
Denote by C; 園 Gl.') the componcnt subgroup ofムl.lム，，1)of G 人 G1)

Since G;コGl.l， we see 1 ) l.l)， 80 A( G; ) ) C. Furthermoreヲ ifム isa 

component of C，，， which is bounded C， wεsee Q(G; )二Jムc. It means 5(G)3C， 30 

コ，)ii ¥，Jg，cg(eJ，ム1.，). Thus we have S(G) )S(G1). 1n the similaτmanner we 

have S(G)(ご

NeJくtwe show 二 ')"-' The property (1-3) ShOW8 that for 

every '(2豆i三玉ρ)there are a component 

thatムi，jニ g(ム Thuswe see ハ(

(kニ 1or 2 and !ノ手1)of G" and gEG so 

U.io.ム':J) c ， ) u Let C' 

be any separator for G in o.ム'..iand x be any point inム1，.1. 有馬Tefl1ay setム1，)ニム 1.1

For位V記rypoint Z E C there is a path σfr0111 x to Z so that the number of the 

o:f σ arηld the tr 設問Iη1s1atε s of γ 1山1旦!JH吋de邸rG is f釘!f出l甘it住e色. It foll江10ヲ羽w刊v玩7九'i8 that Z ~いいJ八八\ιJ川l

ζ人(Gん，JLetム;bεa component of G; which is boundεd C'. Thenム;ζ

It shows C I<I and 30 ハ Ji，')6;.JC Ug，G g(S(G，) Thus we have 

g，C ，}"I and our ぞmmais esta blishεd. 
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Lemma 2. Let G be a finitely generated Kleinian group which is constructed from 

G， and / by application of Maskit's Combination Theorem II. Then 5( G) = V gEG 

g (5(G，)). 

Proof. Let 1ム1.1，…，.6."ml be a complete list of non-conjugatecomponents of G， 

and set Q(G，)/G， =5，λ+…+5，.m. We may assume y， Cム'，'vA(H，). (The set 人(H，)

may be empty). 1n general the set y2 -A(H2) is not necessarily contained in the 

component which contains y， -A(H，). But， whether y， -A(H，) and y2 -A(H 2) are 

contained in the same component or not gives no essential effect in our discussion. So 

we may assume η〈ム'.'vA(H2). From (II-3) and our assumption， we have Q(G)/G =5， 
+…+5ρ，where 5，=51.， -(B，/H，vB2/H2) and 152，…， 5ρ1=1丸山…，5，.ml . Let 7r: 
Q(G)→Q(G)/G be a natural projection and set π'(5;)= Vjムム， whereムム isa connected 

component of G. 

First we show 5(G)) VgεGg(5(G，)). 1t suffices to show 5(G) )5(G，). 1n the 

similar manner to the proof of Lemma 1， we see 5(G))5(G，)ハVgEG，g(V~=2 a.ム1.>). Let 

C be any separator for G， in a，ム'.'・ Denoteby G; (resp. G 1，1) the component subgroup 

of ム~.， (resp. .6."，) of G (resp. Gd. Since G;コG"" we have A(G; ))A(G"，)， So 5(G') 

ヨC. 1t means 5(G)コ5(G，)ハVgEG，g(a.ム，.，). Thus we have 5(G)) 5(G，). By the similar 

argument to that of the proof of Lemma 1 we see 5(G)( vg，Gg(5(G，)) and Lemma 2 is 

proved. 

By using Lemma 1 or Lemma 2 in each step of the use of Maskit's Combination 

Theorem 1 or II， we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 1. Let G be a finitely generated Kleinian group which is constructed from 

G"…， Gs and /"…， /， by a finite number of applications of Maskit's Combination 

Theorems 1 and 11. Then 5(G)= vgEGg(Vf=1 5(G;)). 

5. The residual Iimit sets of the first kind. 

1n [2] ， Abikoff. and Maskit proved that every finitely generated Kleinian group 

can be constructed from G"，，'， G s and /"…， /， by a finite number of applications of 

Maskit's Combination Theorems 1 and II， where each G， is an elementary group， a 

degenerate group or a web group. Here each elementary group has at most one limit 

point. From now on， we assume that G is finitely generated and is constructed in the 

way mentioned above. 

Theorem 2. L，(G)C AN(G). 

Proof. Assume the contrary. Since :¥(G)一人N(G)=VgεGg(V:=1人(G，))， there exist 
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a point zoEL1(G) and an element gEG so that g(zok¥(G，) for some i (1三三 j壬s). If G， is 
elementary， then g(z 0) is a parabolic fixed point and we sεeλ(G，)= !g(zo)l. By 

conjugation we may set g(z 0) =∞， and may assume that the parabolic generator go of 

G i vvhich fixes ∞ is a translation in the form go : z → Z十1. The point ∞ is contained in 

L 1 (G) and there exists a sequence i C n 1 of separators for G so that nests 

about ∞ー Forsufficiently large numbers mo and no， g7，"¥Cn，，) and Cn" cross each other. 

This is a contradicition. Thus G i is not elementary. Next we assume that G， is a 

degenerate group. From Theorem 1， there exist a web group GAl手j豆 aseparator 

Co for and a sequence Ig n 1 in G so that !gn(Co) 1 nests about g(zo). Since the limit 

set A( G i) is connected， g; 1 1)) cuts the separator C o. This can not occur and G， 
日.1ustbe a web group. If g件。)is contained is some separator C for G " then g n( Co) and 

C' cross each other for a sufficiently large number n. This is absurd and we have 

o)E/¥o( G ，)ニL ，). From Theorem 1， any separator for G is contained in thεclosm・e

of a component of G and the set of separators for G can not about g(z 0)' Thus G， is 
not a web group and we complete the proof oI Th巴orem2 

1n the proof Theorem 2 we have seen the following result. 

1. parabolic fixed point of G is not contained in L 1 (G). 

We say that a limit point ZE.¥(G) is a point of approximation if there is a sequence 

I g 11 1 of G and a X E C - ! z 1 so tha t the spherical distance 刀(z)， does 

not converge to zero. In [6 J Maskit proγed that every point of 人N(G) is a point of 

approximation. Thus we have 

2. Every point of L J G) is a point of approximatiol1. 
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